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QX adds value to Sapex
Key Features
- Windows-compatible
- EDI document sharing between pack

house, cold store, exporter and receiver
- Vital seasonal reports for planning the

next season
- Full stock control at different depots
- Full control over dispatched stock
- Full financial reconciliation back

to producer
- Full creditors and debtors section
- Integrated email/internet facilities
- Built-in data backup facilities
- Full export facilities of any data to the

format of choice
- Full online help with documentation

and user manual
- Online support
- Network & multi-user access
- Comprehensive search facilities
- Numerous standard reports

Key Benefits
- Good integrated system from product

delivery to final resolution with growers
- Effective and efficient
- Facilitates expansion without the need

to increase staff
- Transparency
- Reporting ease
- Business Intelligence reporting integrated

with group financials
- Does not change the way business

is conducted
- Reduced administrative management time
- Facilitates a focus on the front end of

the business
- Manages producers
- First-class traceability
- Scalability – no limit to the number of

pallets QX can handle

Technology
- Microsoft SQL server
- EDI with all recognised South African

produce systems
- Advanced reporting with built-in report

writer for custom reports

When Stellenbosch-based fruit exporter Sapex was
considering software for its operations, the company
settled on Prophet QX quite easily after receiving
positive feedback from other exporters and producers.

“On further investigation we determined that Prophet could provide the
necessary software for all our operations: exports, imports, local and
international trade. What’s more, Prophet is well-known internationally as a
specialist in perishable food software,” explained system accountant
Ronelle Rossouw.

With the objective of shortening the chain between producer and
consumer, Sapex conducts business in more than 30 countries. It exports
mainly table grapes and pomegranates. The company also supplies South
African supermarket groups and wholesalers with local and imported fruit
all year round. In addition, it provides a comprehensive technical service to
its producers: from soil management, cultivar development, planting
methods, irrigation, pest and disease control, to general production advice
and packaging.

Detailing how the software works within the company, Rossouw said,
“QX is used for all our operations. It’s used to record the first intake at
pack house level right through to the final producer payment. For the local
and import operations we’re using the ‘repacking’ module extensively,
which has reduced manual processing significantly while increasing data
accuracy.

“And the QX debtors’ module is truly an enormous help. Previously,
this was managed outside the fruit accounting system. A great asset is
that all our statistical information is derived from QX to assist management
in their short- and long-term objectives.”

Apart from the ‘repacking’ module which has enhanced Sapex’s
business practices, the company has started using the pricing sheet
module for Local operations to capture intake prices. Rossouw
elaborated, “The module enables price capture for a specific week and
these are then matched with the intake. In the past, we did this manually,
so you can imagine the amount of time we’re saving! Data accuracy also
has improved by leaps and bounds.”
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In terms of dealing with growers, customers and everyone involved
in the supply chain, the Sapex team has found that data is always
readily available, exported to Excel at the click of a button.

The company considers Prophet QX’s major benefits to be
increased efficiency, reducing manual processing and thereby ensuring
accurate data, as well as regular software updates. Rossouw added,
“With Prophet having such a large international client base, it’s
noteworthy that all users benefit from development work done for other
customers.”

Sapex values its close relationship with Prophet. “Our account
manager is always available either by phone or email, ensuring that our
needs are addressed in a timely and efficient manner,” she said.

Of importance was the fact that Prophet provides client-specific
training in addition to regular tutorials, enabling customers to benefit
from a symbiotic relationship, according to Rossouw. “And with the

implementation of frequent site visits from the relevant account
manager, any needs or problems can be addressed pro-actively. This
shows their dedication to their customers.”

With four directors at the helm, Sapex employs 19 people and
handles 2 to 2.5 million cartons annually.

The Sapex philosophy for its customers is to deliver select products
according to specification on time. For its suppliers, the company offers
marketing opportunities, experience and innovative ideas to assist in
delivering and producing a quality product. And for its personnel the
company instills work pride through inspiration. Rossouw concluded,
“Our aim is to realise a profitable result for all stakeholders by
constantly reviewing and controlling our cost chain.”

Sapex sees Prophet QX as the perfect partner in helping it meet its
goals.

“For the local and import
operations we’re using the
‘repacking’ module
extensively, which has
reduced manual processing
significantly while increasing
data accuracy.

“And the QX debtors’ module
is truly an enormous help.
Previously, this was managed
outside the fruit accounting
system.”

Ronelle Rossouw
System Accountant


